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A Letter From the President

Peter Waterson

By the time that you read this, all eligible members (Licentiates 
or Fellows in two of the USISTD curricula) should have 
received nomination forms in the mail for the National 
Committee election which takes place in the Fall.  New blood 
is always a healthy thing so, if you feel that you have special 
skills or ideas that would help to promote the Society, we 
urge you to get involved and run for election.  A nomination 
form is enclosed in this issue. In November, all members will  
receive ballot forms for this important election.  Please take the 
time to vote for who you would like to see on your National 
Committee.  

I have just returned from the United States Dance 
Championships, a superbly organised event, where USISTD 
were well represented on the adjudicating panel with 11 
judges.  Kudos to member Yulia Zagoruchenko who won the 
US Open Professional Latin title with Riccardo Cocchi for the second  consecutive year.  
Congratulations to member Rauno Ilo who made a clean sweep of the top Pro-Am honors. 
See front cover picture and inside pages for more details of Rauno’s exploits.  Congratulations 
also to member Ron Montez who was the well deserved recipient of the USDC Hall of Fame 
Award.  

After a lengthy hiatus of tele-conferences our examiners had a very highly productive “face 
to face” meeting in August. To help streamline our examination operations a new Faculties 
Committee was formed, comprised of all eight examiners, together with 3 sub-committees, in 
order to maintain the quality of dance standards in each of the current genres being examined.  
The following officers were elected for a one year term:
Chair of Full Faculty: Lori Woods-Gay.
Dean of American Smooth & Rhythm Faculty:  Phillip Stephens.
Dean of International Standard & Latin Faculty:  Peter  Billett.
Dean of Theater Arts Faculty:  Frank Regan.

Whilst on the subject of Examinations, Frank Reagan has advised me that he is about to shoot 
a video of a completely revised Theater Arts Syllabus. This will be a lot more comprehensive 
than before and I know that he is very excited about this project.   

Sadly, I have to report the death of two members, viz. David Key, a nationally recognised 
personallity in ballroom dancing, who died peacefully after suffering a sudden seizure a 
few days earlier, and Stepan Matkovski, possibly our youngest member, tragically killed in a 
private aircraft crash returning from a dance competition.  Please look for their obituaries in 
the inside pages. 

I have had excellent feedback from colleagues in the UK regarding Cher Rutherford’s lecture 
on American style, at the ISTD Congress in Worthing, England.  Cher enlisted the assistance 
of Lori Woods-Gay and Rufus Dustin.  With such a talented trio this lecture must have been 
a “wow”.

On behalf of the Committee and Board of Trustees, I would like to extend best wishes for a 
wonderful holiday season and a happy and prosperous New Year.

Peter Waterson,  President.
Dual Fellow ISTD
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A Letter From the Editor

Daphne Cunliffe

Dear Readers, 

We have a jam packed issue for you this Fall. As well as the 
general news regarding examinations and dance camps, 
we have very good dance business advice from people who 
have been around a long time. There is also a fascinating 
piece from Dan Calloway regarding his experience danc-
ing at the White House. A picture will follow next issue, 
as he was unable to get it to me in time. There is sad news 
concerning two of our members. We will miss them, but 
remember the contributions they made to the dance Society 
and to society as a whole.

Daphne Cunliffe, Editor

On the LessOn

For many of you teachers who have been in the dance business for a long time, 
you may have noticed that as you get older your students get older too. It’s a wonder-
ful feeling to establish long term relationships with your customers. Sometimes it can 
last for decades.

The downside to these relationships can be the decrease in physicality that you 
notice your students experiencing, their knees aren’t working as well as they used  to, 
or their feet are hurting. Recently I had one student who needed a hop replacement 
and another one who needed back surgery. They both still wanted to come for lessons 
right up until the last moment. The trick for me was how exactly could I teach them 
and make the lessons productive. 

Both students had trouble standing up for more than 10 minutes at a time. One was 
single and the other, part of a couple. For both students I decided it was a good time 
to drill them in curriculum. They executed what they could while they were standing 
and when they had to sit down, I demonstrated all the parts of each figure similar to 
how you train for a dance exam. I had them chant the timing, discuss the footwork, talk 
through the foot positions, and explain the lead and follow. They both seemed to enjoy 
the detail, which many times as teachers, we are afraid to harp on because we feel the 
student will get bored.

The student who was part of a couple posed a slightly different challenge. He was 
feeling guilty that his wife would get bored and upset with him sitting down all the 
time. I decided to partner her, demonstrating and drilling the curriculum, allowing 
him to see what it was actually supposed to look like. She had a good time and looked 
forward to these “exercises”.

Both men felt they had developed a better understanding of the material, and 
were very happy with the experience. They had their operations. Each was absent for 
approximately 2 months and then resumed their regular dance lesson schedule. The 
experience taught me to think “out of the box.” Where there is a will, there is a way.
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On the Cover...

 

Rauno and Kristiina Ilo, Dual Fellows USISTD, 
former Estonian Standard, Latin and 10 
Dance champions, are now co-owners of the 
Starlight Ballroom, Indianapolis, Ind. We honor 
them on our front cover in recognition of the 
extraordinary success of Rauno in the Pro-Am 
competitive field.

In 2008, and again in 2009, at the United 
States Dance Championships, Rauno, with his 
students, won first place in all five categories of 
Top Teacher Awards, viz. Top  Latin, Standard, 
American Smooth, American Rhythm and 
Top All Round Teacher.  Added to that he 
also won the 2008 World Pro-Am DanceSport 
Series Top teacher Award.   (Check out www.
dancesportseries.com)

An extraordinary success story, by anyone’s 
standards, from this talented USISTD teacher, 
and we offer him our congratulations and best 
wishes for his continued success.

NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH
This information was submitted by Esther Don. If you have information 
about any members’ achievements, feel free to submit it to Topline.

A source of pride for the USISTD, our esteemed members 
Sandra Cameron, Bill Davies, Linda Dean, 

Katusha Demidova, Frank Regan, Jonathan Wilkins.

On September 26, 2009, during National Ballroom Dance Week, the 
Greater New York Chapter of USA Dance honored, Sandra Cameron’s and 
Bill Davies’ incredible ballroom career, and they covered many of their per-
sonal achievements and contributions to ballroom dancing.

On September 27, 2009, Arunas and Katusha bring home the first ever 
World Standard title to America! Arunas Bizokas and Katusha Demidova 
from the USA won the WDC World Standard in Tokyo Japan.

Second place went to Johnathan Wilkins and Hazel Newberry.
On October 3, 2009 during first Coast Classic Danceport Championship, 

host of the World Masters Pro and Pro-Am championships, Linda Dean and 
Frank Regan were indoctrinated in the World Masters Hall of Fame for their 
incredible outstanding contributions to the ballroom industry.
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Examinations

Congratulations to:

Candidate’s Name Exam Level Type   
Amanda Stearns, Maryland Student Teacher Theater Arts 
Phyllis Hintze, New York Associate American Ballroom 
Alan Steele, Virginia Associate American Ballroom 
Michele Kearney, Virginia Associate American Ballroom 
Josh Jones, Georgia Associate American Ballroom 
Valerie Kouba, New Jersey Associate American Rhythm 
Joshua Belverio, New Jersey Associate American Rhythm 
Phyllis Hintze, New York Associate American Rhythm 
Colin DePuy, New Jersey Associate American Rhythm 
Kathleen Walsh, New Jersey Associate American Rhythm 
Ken Broggelwirth, New York Associate International Ballroom 
Nazar Norov, Florida Associate International Ballroom 
Joshua Belverio, New Jersey Associate International Ballroom 
Anik Laforest, North Carolina Associate International Ballroom 
Joseph Schneider, California Associate International Ballroom 
Brittney Wakefield, Utah Associate International Ballroom 
Christopher Wettstein, Utah Associate International Ballroom 
Cheryll Treu, Utah Associate International Ballroom 
Pamela Preczewski, Michigan Associate International Ballroom 
Alex Young, Michigan Associate International Ballroom 
Anik Laforest, North Carolina Associate Theater Arts  
Heather Tang, Tennessee Associate Theater Arts  
Sarah Watson, Virginia Associate Theater Arts  
Stephen Hadley, Alabama Licentiate American Ballroom 
Kimberly Smith, Alabama Licentiate American Ballroom 
Darryl Adams, Virginia Licentiate American Ballroom 
Carlos Pabon, Maryland Licentiate American Ballroom 
Stephen Hadley, Alabama Licentiate American Rhythm 
Kimberly Smith, Alabama Licentiate American Rhythm 
Stephanie Falciano, New York Licentiate International Ballroom 
Roger Wiblin, Utah Licentiate International Ballroom 
Megan Wiblin, Utah Licentiate International Ballroom 
Brady R. Stevenson, Utah Licentiate International Ballroom 
Angela Williams, Utah Licentiate International Ballroom 
Christopher Williams, Utah Licentiate International Ballroom 
Daphne Cunliffe, New Jersey Licentiate Theater Arts  
Ellen Tittler, New York Licentiate Theater Arts   
Gary Gekhman, Virginia Licentiate Theater Arts  
Stephen Hadley, Alabama Licentiate Theater Arts  
Kimberly Smith, Alabama Licentiate Theater Arts  
Martin Chiang, California Licentiate Theater Arts   
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Remembering…

     
David Key

“To those who knew him not no words can paint; 
those who knew him know all words are faint”

A profound loss was experienced by the dance community 
on May 14th, with the passing of the multi-faceted and talented 
David Key.  

David spent many years in Cincinnati, Ohio, where he was the 
originator and organizer of the celebrated ‘M.U.S.T.’ (Mid-United 
States Tournament) during the 1970’s.  Following this he founded 
the Pan-American Dance Society and the U.S. Dance Federation.  
He was Chairman of Judges for many dance championships, as 
well as acting as a most entertaining Master of Ceremonies for 
numerous events.  He received countless awards for his many 
accomplishments, which included several of a philanthropic 
nature.  He had the honor of calling many celebrities “friend”.  
His last few years were spent in creating and enjoying a fabulous 
ranch in Spring Branch, Texas.

“Goodnight Sweet Prince”
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The ImperIal SocIeTy 
of TeacherS of DancIng

The ImperIal SocIeTy 
of TeacherS of DancIng

WorlD WIDe

U.S. Branch
a non ProFIt EdUcatIonal EStaBlIShmEnt

U.S. Branch
a non ProFIt EdUcatIonal EStaBlIShmEnt

profeSSIonal creDenTIalS recognIzeDprofeSSIonal creDenTIalS recognIzeD

Medal Tests for students available in all styles, at all levels.

For more info visit USISTD.ORG

  Workshops, Seminars and symposiums are held in  
  various parts of the country at the behest of The  
  Imperial Educational Faculty. Scholarships for 
      futher study are periodically awarded.
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PROFESSIONAL TRAINERS

All USISTD members have the right to teach, train or assist candidates 
in their knowledge and preparation for a USISTD Professional Exam.  It is 
recommended that candidates seek out USISTD members in their area.  This 
can be facilitated by using the search feature on the USISTD website.  Potential 
candidates can search by certification and/or by state.  It is recommended that 
candidates seek out a professional trainer that is, at minimum, certified at the 
level and style they wish to train in, but preferably at least one level above.

The Committee feels that our present list of trainers is outdated and 
therefore invites any  USISTD member who has trained candidates in the 
recent past (say 12 months),   to submit their name to be listed in the new 
PROFESSIONAL TRAINERS LIST on this page of future Topline editions.  
The listing will include name, USISTD qualifications, telephone number and 
E-mail address.  The same information will also be placed upon our website.   
If you think that you fit this criterion please help us and yourselves by 
submitting your information to Examinations Director, Amanda Ball, whose 
contact details are on the inside front cover of Topline.

 

NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH

Do you have photos from medal tests, 
examinations or competitions 

that have taken place at your studio?

Send them to TOPLINE 
for publication!

Send photos to Daphne Cunliffe, Editor
11 Washington Valley Rd., Morristown, NJ 07960 or

email electronic files to
Daphne.Cunliffe@gmail.com
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Beauty and Enlightenment through Basics

This article is an excerpt from the USISTD manual soon to be 
released courtesy of the Theater Arts faculty.

The content of this portion has been written by Frank Regan 
and utilizes a simple movement like the Alemana from open facing 
position AKA the Underarm Turn as a medium for understanding 
and applying principles of dance kinesthetics that are not normally 
addressed in the traditional ballroom manuals.

The main feature of the right underarm turn AKA the 
alemana is the adherence to a fundamental principle 

that relies on laws of physics, recognition  of anatomical 
factors and premises in the domain of spatial dynamics.  The slotted connection 
demands that the lady’s right elbow remains vertically below her raised right 
hand with  the elbow constantly in a position forward of the body.

The vertical flow of the lady’s right arm is essential to the physics of the 
movement in that it assists in bringing the mass into the center  thereby 
contributing to the required energy for the  rotary dynamic.

Typical faults in this movements by the lady are:
1.  Raising the right elbow in a sideward action causing a distortion  in the 

upper body which leads to loss of balance and interfering with points of focus.
2.  Holding onto her partner with her right hand and retracting her right arm 

during the turn.
3.  Failure to move the left hand from second position to low first during 

the turn, followed by failure to develop the left arm to second position at the 
completion of the turn.

4. Grasping  the upper right arm of the man with her left hand at the 
completion of the movement instead of releasing her left hand into the space 
behind his upper back.

5. failure  to  execute the four points of focus and correlate them to the 
direction in which the feet are moving ( known  esoterically as the triangle of 
visual energy).

Typical faults on the part of the man during this movement:
1. Failure to execute the oscillatory dynamic as a prelude to the movement. 

i.e. Adopting a “square on “ stiff posture that is in conflict with the physical 
harmonics vital to a fluid initiation of the movement..

2. Raising his left elbow too soon causing the lady to deviate from  the  
correct  geometric structure of the pattern.

3. Applying superfluous pressure with his left hand causing the lady to 
either lose balance and / or develop unnecessary tension in the connection 
with her partner.

This pattern when performed at its best can be a truly beautiful expression 
of the “romantic mode” but demands an awareness of the function of the 
hands in interpersonal space ( term used in the science of spatial dynamics).

It is worth noting that the kinetic sense obtains more information from the 
hands than any other part of the body. It is also worth noting that although 

Frank Regan
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we deal with the space around the body in dance forms other than standard 
ballroom dancing, the celebrated icon  of  standard ballroom dancing and in 
my opinion, the most musical dance artists in the history of ballroom dancing, 
the legendary Peter Eggleton invariably chose to enlighten many of us with 
regard to the function of the man’s left hand in the process of leading. This is 
a factor that a  profuse  number are oblivious to and would do well to explore 
in the interest of improvement both as a dancer and as a teacher.

Frank Regan is the Dean of the Theater Arts educational faculty and an accomplished veteran 
of the ballroom world and the performing arts.

This article appears courtesy of his agent and publicist. It may not be edited or reproduced 
without permission of the author.

Scottish Parade

Alex Award:  Frank Regan seen being driven through the streets of Alexandria, 
Virginia in the 1947 MG of His Royal  Highness  Prince Phillip The Duke of 
Edinburgh. Frank was honored by the famed Alexandria Arts Council for his 
achievements as one of the most eclectic choreographers in America. This spectacular 
event sported four pipe bands and a crowd of over thirty thousand people. 
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Social Graces

Cher Rutherford

Social Graces:
A Ballroom Etiquette Column
 Imagine that you are competing in an NDCA 
Closed Pro/Am event and the competition chairman 
or the invigilator informs you that you are dancing out 
of category.   You should:

 A. Be respectful and then ask if you are
        unsure about how to adjust your figures
       or choreography elements.
 B. Serve up an attitude with displeasure.
 C. Just ignore the information told to you and    

 continue to dance the same as before.

I’m not fond of C as the answer.  According to Aldous Huxley “Facts do not cease 
to exist because they are ignored.”  I agree with Mr. Huxley.

Choosing B as the answer doesn’t work well on many levels.
Of course I choose A as the correct answer since the invigilation is many times 

assigned to me by the competition chairman.  I personally try to be informative and 
helpful; however, the information of being out of category is not always taken in the 
spirit in which it is given.  

I have a list of top ten replies given to me just as examples.

Cher’s Top Ten “Out of Category” Responses
1. Nobody told me about this.  (“This” meaning Closed Bronze on Pages 41-49 NDCA 
rules.)
2. But these figures are in the Fred Arthur Divida XYZ in a Pear Tree Syllabus. (Check the 
restrictions list pages 41-49.)
3. I am dancing Bronze.  (No, you are not.)
4. So what you’re telling me is that my syllabus is no good?  (No. Your syllabus is probably 
very good but needs to conform to NDCA Bronze Restrictions.)
5. Mr. or Miss Dance Coach put this amalgamation together for me.  (Did you tell the Coach 
Closed Bronze Routine?)
6. I see others doing the same material I’m doing.  (Refer to answers 1-5.)
7. This is the first time I’ve ever been told this and I’ve been to many competitions.  (Some 
events are stricter than others.  
Then “behind the scenes” or in my absence there is:
She’s here so we have to go by the rules.
What a witch, idiot, jerk and of course much worse…..telling me I’m out of category.  (I 
suppose in your eyes, I am.)
Who is she, anyway and what does she know?  (Check my biography and you decide.)

Perhaps the last three responses will inspire your own achievements to become your 
personal best and aspire to judge.

When dancing a Closed Bronze level at an NDCA event, it is best to read pages 41-
49 of the NDCA rules and regulations January, 2009 edition.  This will educate you in the 
American Style Bronze Closed divisions as to the do’s and don’ts allowed.

Thomas Edison said: “If we did all the things we are capable of doing, we would literally 
astound ourselves.”
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IN MEMORIAM

STEPAN MATKOVSKI  1986 – 2009

Written by Peter Waterson
On July 5th, 2009, Stepan Matkovski, along with his student, Cindie Dorsch, 

were returning home in a private plane after competing at the Manhattan 
Dancesport.   An outside panel fell off the aircraft,  piloted by Cindie’s husband, 
Daniel, and it crashed into a Virginia field where all three sadly perished. 

Stepan, aged 23, grew up in Moldova, part of the old Soviet Republic.  He 
decided, at age 12, that he wanted to become a champion ballroom dancer.  He 
had wealth on his side until his father, whom he adored, was brutally murdered 
when Stepan was 15 years of age.  Faced with a situation where his mother could 
barely afford to put food on the table, let alone afford to pay for dance lessons, 
he persuaded his dance teacher to allow him to teach beginners in exchange for 
his own tuition.    At 18 years of age  he became the lead dancer and coach of 
the formation team at the State University of Moldova.  He had won 12 dance 
championships by the time he came to the United States as an exchange student.   
There is no doubt that the hardships he endured in his formative years made him 
very strong.  He was in the final stages of obtaining his green card which would 
have enabled him to reunite with his beloved wife, Stela, who was forced back to 
Moldova, due to a clerical error on her visa application.

Stepan came to me to train for his Professional exams in mid 2008.  In the 
early stages the language difficulties were a challenge for both him and me, but he 
proved to be one of the most talented and pleasant individuals that I have ever had 
the pleasure of teaching.  Highly intelligent, he was not backward in querying any 
technical points which he did not fully understand.  He gained his Theater Arts 
Associate with Honors and a Commended pass in the Standard Associate exam.  
He had planned to take his Standard Licentiate in October this year.

His students idolised him, and it is not often that we meet an extraordinary 
individual who has the power to touch and transform as many lives as Stepan did.   
His death will be a heart wrenching loss to the dance community and everyone 
associated with this young man.
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Waltz Variation for Gold 
level and above

This is a basic figure with an advanced ‘twist’. 
There will be four different endings which may be 

taught to different levels of the student.  General description: Spin Turn into a Double 
Turning Lock followed by various endings.

Commence facing D.W. dance a full Spin Turn allowing the body to overturn so 
that your right side is leading,  moving diag. centre, (body backing LOD), get the feeling 
your body mass is moving sideways diag. centre rather like a directional movement. 
As your R.F. moves back, cross your L.F. in front count 1& (lady opposite), this action 
is taken on both toes with the knees flexed. Extend R.F. back allowing the knees to 
straighten as the weight is taken on count 2. Continue to straighten knees as L.F. crosses 
in front of R.F. (lady crossing behind) count 3.

Note: Get the feeling of being low in the knees on the 1& count stretching to full 
height on 222……3, Keep toe of L.F. stroking in to delay the cross. There will be a strong 
sway to the left (Lady R.)

Ending one:  Lower through the L.F. (Lady R.F.) follow with 4-6 of Reverse Turn.
Ending two:   Throwaway Oversway
Ending three:   Dropped Left Whisk (Lady crossing R. Foot over L. Knee). This is 

nice, but needs practice.
Ending four:  Side Locks to Open Telemark. As follows; After the Lock, lower 

through the LF, then as Man;
1)  R.F. back and slightly rightwards right side leading. D.C. Toe turned in, 

commencing to turn L., count 1

2)  L.F. to side and slightly forward left side leading pointing L.O.D., 3/8 turn to 
left ( Body turn less),count 2.

3) R.F. crosses behind left foot continuing to turning left towards the alignment 
of 4 count &.

4) L.F. to side and slightly forward left side continuing to turn pointing between 
L.O.D. and D.C., count 3

5) R.F. cross behind L.F. cont. to turn left, towards the alignment of 6, count &.

6) Lower  e/o 5, then, L.F. forward into Open Telemark.

Notes:  Sway can be used either to the Right or Left, both are nice, straightening 
out on step one of Telemark.

New Feature

Peter Billett

In each issue going forward, one examiner will give an 
amalgamation that they feel will broaden your dancing ho-
rizons. Peter Billett has chosen Waltz. I hope you enjoy the 
experience. (Editor)
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Championship Dance Camps 
Tel:  1-888-829-2123 

www.ChampionshipDanceCamps.com 

 

presents… 
  

ISTD Latin Symposium 
at  New Year’s Day Ball 

 

 
Orlando, Florida 

 

Miriam Ellis 
Dual Fellow & Examiner 

Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing 
 

December 30, 2009 – January 3, 2010 
 

$450 for 30 hours of instruction 
 

Open to Amateurs and Professionals 
 

For more information and to register:  

www.ChampionshipDanceCamps.com/ndb 
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                            Just Good P.R.

President Obama is calling on all Americans to 
participate in our nation’s renewal by serving in our communities. Young and 
old alike, from every background, all across the United States, citizens are 
being asked to find ways to serve.  For those of us in the dance business, this 
call is a familiar one.

Reaching out into the community is a good way to attract new business 
into our studios and establish good relations within your community.  As 
teachers, we know that dance can transform lives, which makes it a powerful 
tool for community outreach.

We all have students who are involved in fund-raising for charities or the 
promotion of the arts.  We also have students who are doctors or nurses and 
work in the special needs departments for the handicapped or the elderly.  We 
have students who have relatives in these departments, too.  So sometimes 
without realizing it, we have great contacts within our own studios who can 
help us to market our product in ways other than continuously asking them 
for guests. Therefore we have a way of supplementing our advertising dollars 
with public relations that won’t cost us money.

Volunteering our time to perform or teach a class or two in various places 
within our community is a good way to put our name out to the public and 
establish good will without coming across as solicitation for business.  Once 
people learn of your studio’s good deeds, you expose your business to a 
world outside your doors in a way other than in print and leave a more lasting 
impression in their minds as to what you have to offer them.  Sometimes it 
is good to not always be about money (even though we are in business to 
make money) and to give back to the community.  I believe that you will reap 
rewards from this kind gesture not only in the good feelings you get from 
giving of yourselves, but also it will prove to be good business.

Lee Fox
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Simplifying the Ballroom 
Professional Theory Examinations 

A Professional International* Ballroom Examination 
is often the one the candidate elects to take first; 
therefore he has no clear idea of what to expect. Here are 
a few simple guidelines to follow when preparing for a 
Ballroom Examination

1. Download the article from the USISTD website 
entitled ‘How to train for a Professional Examination’.  
The first eight pages of this article are designed for the 
taking of a Ballroom Exam, and will guide you beautifully through the process. 

2. Make sure you listen to the question, in order to avoid delivering an incorrect 
answer in the exam room.  

(Note that the next three hints are based upon the Right Foot Closed Change in 
Waltz, as Man)

3. Remember to precede a Foot Position, Alignment and Footwork with a 
number: e.g.  1. Right foot forward;  1. Facing Diagonally Center;  1. Heel-Toe

4. Amounts of Turn and Rise and Fall are given exactly as written.  

5. CBM and Sway should be given rhythmically as you dance same with 
style.  These two components are often combined; e.g. Slight CBM on 1, Right, Right  

6. Always finish speaking, then take the step.

7. Avoid the use of abbreviations, except for CBM and CBMP.

8. Eliminate the use of any unnecessary verbiage – “Trim the Fat”.

9. Know ALL of the Precedes and Follows in your syllabus.

10. Choose your ‘Dance Wall’ and adhere to it throughout.

11. Your theory demonstrations should be as attractive and correct as possible.

12. Do not be afraid of Tango technique.  It is actually the simplest dance, as 
there is much less technique involved.

13. Keeping the Eye Level up, remember to “Stand up, Speak up, then Shut up”

* The above hints apply just as effectively to an American Ballroom 
Examination.

Theory Examinations

Miriam Ellis
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The Educational Faculty
of

The Theater Arts Branch
Announces

The completion of an educational film
For

Candidates wishing to 
Take a teaching  degree as opposed 

To a
Judging qualification

DVD (sold individually) Non Members $55.00 Member $40.00

Manual sold separately Non Members $55.00 Member $30.00

Part 1 & Part 2
Available in DVD format

2009

Information will be accessible at
www.usistd.org

or contacting faculty members:
Imperial examiners Lori Woods-Gay or Cher Rutherford
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Dance Factory, in Arlington, Va. has just 
completed its third year of student medal testing 
through the USISTD.  Every six months one of our 
great examiners has come to check on our student’s 
progress.  The program has always inspired and 

motivated our students, creating  a goal that keeps 
their progress on track and measureable.  In combination with competition 
and showcase events, the medal testing has kept our student’s learning rooted 
in the USISTD’s syllabus and in solid basic technique.

We tried a different spin on the medal testing recently that earned high 
praise from the students, the teachers, and the examiner alike.  While the 
students have always been enthusiastic about testing, we often heard the 
comment that 2 ½ minutes wasn’t sufficient time for the examiner to make 
substantive comments on the student’s dancing.  There was time for the 
footwork correction or the “eyes up” comment; but the really useful  insights 
had by our terrific examiners were lost due to time constraints.  It seemed like 
a missed opportunity!

At our most recent test event we sold 15 minute coaching sessions 
immediately following each medal test demonstration.  This way the student 
received immediate feedback on their dancing, and a thorough explanation of 
the written comments.  The examiner was able to elaborate, answer specific 
questions and establish a rapport, which made the experience much more 
fun and informative.  The 15 minutes seemed just enough time to learn some 
important things, while keeping the cost affordable for the student.  Virtually 
every student availed themselves of this opportunity, and all agreed it added 
value to the medal test event.

Our examiner, Lori Woods Gay, appreciated this new format.  Along 
with allowing her a combination of sitting, standing, and dancing during her 
grueling 10 hour day, she was gratified at having the opportunity to explain 
her written comments and to see the difference her teaching made.  The 
teacher, also on hand for the coaching session,  benefited by hearing new ways 
to fix old dancing problems.   Each teacher took notes during the coaching 
sessions and gave them to their students,   either  in person, or via email.  This 
generated much discussion on subsequent lessons. 

We at Dance Factory believe that these brief coaching sessions were a great 
improvement on an already successful program of testing and feedback.  I 
recommend that you give it a try at your next medal test event.

15 Minute Coaching

Chris Thompson
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Nomination Form for the  

National Committee 

I,  __________________________________________________ (please print name) 

Residing at ____________________________________________(please print address) 

City _____________________________ ,   State  ____________  Zip Code: ________ 

offer myself as a candidate for election to the National Committee of the USISTD. 

I hold the following degrees: 

Ballroom Branch: ________________  Latin Branch: ______________________ 

Smooth Branch:  _________  Rhythm Branch:  __________  Theater Arts Branch: _____ 

Signature____________________________________  Date: __________________ 

We, the undersigned, hereby sponsor the above candidate for election to the National 
Committee. 

Name:  __________________________________________ 
Address:  ________________________________________ 
City:  ______________________________ State:  __________  Zip: ___________ 
Telephone:  (          ) ___________________________ 
Degrees Held (Licentiate or Fellow) in two Styles:_______________________________  

Name:  __________________________________________ 
Address:  ________________________________________ 
City:  ______________________________ State:  __________  Zip: ___________ 
Telephone:  (          ) ___________________________ 
Degrees Held (Licentiate or Fellow) in two Styles:_______________________________  

Name:  __________________________________________ 
Address:  ________________________________________ 
City:  ______________________________ State:  __________  Zip: ___________ 
Telephone:  (          ) ___________________________ 
Degrees Held (Licentiate or Fellow) in two Styles:_______________________________  

Mail completed form to:   Wayne Crowder 
    Executive Secretary, USISTD 

120 Smith Acres Road 
    Eden, NC  27288 

Must be received by no later than October 30, 2009.   
Must be received by no later than Nov. 15, 2009.
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Members receive a 50% discount for any advertising
through June 31st, 2009

USISTD is a non-profit organization and as such may not engage in
"bartering" or any practice that may possibly convolute information to the IRS

Members receive a 50% discount for any advertising 
through Dec. 31st, 2009
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Performing at the 
White House

Daniel Calloway

 On July 27th my wife, Silke, and I had 
the pleasure of performing with three other 
professional couples at a reception hosted by Mr. 
and Mrs. Obama in the East Wing of the White 
House. Performing with us were Garry Gekhman 
and Irina Sarukhanyan, Hamid Taba and Tammy 
Droddy, and Todd Borzych and Migle Gineityte. 
The occasion was a cocktail reception to wrap up 
an international diplomatic conference hosted by 

the state department. As a security measure very few of the details of the event 
were disclosed to us until we were actually inside the White House for the affair, 
the first hosting of the foreign diplomatic corps by the Obama administration. 
We were engaged to surprise and dazzle the three hundred unsuspecting guests 
at three different times throughout the evening with an apparently spontaneous 
tango. 
 The initial arrangements for the performance were made ten days earlier 
when the director of a Washington, D.C. theatrical dance studio contacted me 
to pass along a request for tango dancers from the White House Deputy Social 
Secretary, Joe Reinstein. In my initial phone call to Joe, he asked me to coordinate a 
preliminary “talent check” of some couples from which he could select the dancers 
for the performance. I immediately rounded up four couples and emailed him the 
necessary personal information for a preliminary background check. Since most of 
the dancers were foreign born, Joe and his staff specifically requested the country 
of origin of each person. 

The group of dancers met him and two of his staff at the local ballroom 
studio where I teach in Bethesda, Maryland. Joe, Cookie and Alex, all of them the 
epitome of affability and professionalism, briefed us on the plan for the tango 
surprise for the diplomats. The talent check consisted of a tango demonstration in 
which all four couples danced their distinctive tango programs simultaneously. I had 
selected couples whom I knew to be highly experienced, charismatic performers. 
Our styles of dance varied widely with Hamid and Tammy representing almost 
pure International Style, Todd and Migle as our Argentine specialists, Garry and 
Irina fantastically merging the best of American and International Styles, and 
Silke and I theatrically Latinizing our International Style program. Joe and his 
associates were thrilled, both with the dancing and the cultural diversity of the 
group. We constituted our own mini diplomatic corps with six different countries 
of origin among the eight performers, adding to the potential appeal for the guests. 
Joe finished the interview by giving the final details on where and when to meet 
and what the necessary security arrangements would need to be. In answering 
questions he chose his answers with great care. To the security-sensitive question, 
“Will the Obamas be there?” he answered evasively “Welllll, they live there.”  
I asked him if that was the answer we were hoping for and he said, “Yes.” He 
would answer no question on who would be attending the event and continued 
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not to release any details on the true nature of the event. The words “diplomats” 
and “reception” were the only clues we would be given on the character of the 
event until we actually arrived. The dress for the evening was business attire. 

The news on Monday, July 27th, informed us that Secretary of State, Hillary 
Clinton, and Vice-President Biden were hosting an international conference of 
ambassadors and diplomats at the State Department that day, scheduled to end at 
six o’clock, the starting time of our reception. The dancers had been asked to arrive 
at the Northeast gates of the White House at 5:15. Parking passes were waiting 
for us and we parked inside the innermost layer of gates and barriers. Arriving 
simultaneously were many of our fellow entertainers for the evening, the scarlet-
uniformed musicians of the Marine Corps Band, and many of the white, military-
uniformed White House security and host staff. 

Cookie and Alex met us at the final guard house, distributed a worker’s 
pass to each of us, and escorted us to East Reception, our first waiting room. The 
tasteful opulence of the White House is awe-inspiring. Every detail in furnishings, 
wall photographs, and particularly the portraiture has historical significance and 
great symbolism. The enjoyment of our surroundings was greater for us because 
there was none of the usual pressure associated with a competitive performance and 
the inexpert audience would be appreciative of performance skills over technical 
expertise. We were a congenial group experiencing a truly unique opportunity 
together. We particularly appreciated the constant thrill of moving so freely behind 
the scenes and watching the rich complex of the evening’s preparations unfold. 

Our next stop was the basement green room where we signed release 
forms, primped, and coordinated musical details with members of the band.  
The length of the musical introductions or songs in general did not matter to us 
since the intended appearance of spontaneity allowed for great latitude, but the 
musicians were keen to provide the best possible conditions for our surprise. 

At 5:45 we were escorted upstairs for a tour of the East Wing and a quick 
rehearsal with the orchestra. We were expected to wander among the rooms, eat, 
drink, and socialize like the White House diplomatic guests. The man in each 
couple was assigned a young White House intern to take his jacket immediately 
before each tango while other interns were be scattered inconspicuously around 
the dance floor to reserve space. At the beginning of each tango the interns quickly 
faded to the edges of the floor to maximize the dance space for us.

After our brief rehearsal we were free to mingle with the guests and enjoy 
the East Wing until our first performance. The senators and cabinet members among 
the guests were readily identified by Hamid, the political expert of our group. All 
of us were especially impressed with the unobtrusive security throughout the East 
Wing. The few white-uniformed staff were extremely personable, freely offering 
background and historical information on the furnishings and paintings around us.

Our performances were at 6:40, 7:20, and 7:45 to the pre-arranged 
“Jalousie,” “La Cumparsita” and “Por una Cabeza.” The first and third 
performances were in the Grand Foyer, officially known as the Entrance Hall. The 
Cross Hall is a wide, red-carpeted corridor along the Entrance Hall. We spread 
those two tangos across both spaces with the appreciative guests backing up to the 
edges for the best perspective. The second performance was in the East Room, one 
of the East Wing’s two impressively appointed ballrooms.

At five minutes before seven o’clock the congenial officers of the staff 
circulated through each room personally informing each of the guests that the 
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President and First Lady would be welcoming everyone in a few minutes in the 
Entrance Hall. The enthused diplomats quickly congregated in the area in front 
of the waiting microphones. Personal cameras appeared from everywhere. The 
media had previously arranged their equipment on a raised platform behind the 
audience area. 

At seven o’clock the Obamas skipped lightly down a side set of stairs to 
the microphones and the President spoke with Mrs. Obama at his side. The brief 
speech was welcoming and explicitly appreciative of the dedication to international 
diplomatic relations of this particular group. Mr. Obama thanked everyone for 
their attendance and invited everyone to an adjoining area where more personal 
greetings could take place.

A reception line formed and each guest had the opportunity to have a 
picture taken with the First Couple. Just before reaching the Obamas each of the 
three hundred guests was given a pencil and blank card and asked to print their 
name. Assisted by this card and an introduction by the adept staff, the Obamas 
greeted each couple by name and immediately conversed with each guest with an 
uncanny understanding of some of each diplomat’s most pressing concerns before 
moving to pose for an official photograph. 

The dancers were offered the same opportunity but requested to allow 
the diplomats to go first. This arrangement was ideal for us because it allowed 
for more time to enjoy our surroundings. In the four and half hours we were in 
the White House we met and spoke with many of the ambassadors and even 
took turns with them as we photographed each other in the historic rooms. We 
particularly appreciated the kind compliments from the wife of the ambassador 
from Argentina on the tango performances. 

When our turn came to meet the Obamas we were presented, a couple at 
a time, as the performers for the evening. The Obamas were effusive in expressing 
their appreciation and, since there was no one else in line behind us, took their 
time in joking self-deprecatingly about their own dancing. Mrs. Obama expressed 
her desire for her husband to have some lessons but then reconsidered, joking that 
she thought he was too stiff and it would be a lost cause. 

When Migle’s turn came to be greeted by the President and he shook her 
hand, he stepped on her foot for a particularly ironic moment. Garry and Irina’s 
turn came and Garry did not like the way each couple was positioned between the 
Obamas with the man beside the President and the woman flanked by the First 
Lady. Garry slid past the President to stand beside Mrs. Obama, re-engineering 
the protocol into the boy/girl/boy/girl arrangement of dance competitions. The 
First Couple resisted at first but saw the harmless intentions and quickly yielded. 
In retrospect we still laugh at his guts and the hilarity of the moment when we see 
each other in the studio. 

At 9:45 we returned to the green room to retrieve our belongings, were 
escorted out to the guard house by a White House staff member where we returned 
our worker’s badges, and excitedly returned to our cars to head home. A week 
later Joe Reinstein e-mailed us to pass on the internet link to the two-minute video 
posting of our tango. The video is available for viewing on youtube.com when 
you type in “Dancing the night away at the White House” or it can be accessed 
at http://www.whitehouse.gov/video/Tango-Dancing-at-the-Ambassadors-
Reception. 
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A continuation of A History of English Ballroom Dancing from the summer  issue of Topline
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